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Abstract: The purpose of this article is to summarize some specific features of the 

contemporary digital world and the relation of the new network technologies to the 

privacy and protection of the individual’s life. A brief survey of the actual opportunities 

of the global network as e-services, cloud and social computing, Internet of Things (IoT), 

Machine to Machine communications (M2M), etc., is made in the paper. The 

implementation of these technologies in distributed information systems and 

environments could create some problems for individuals and disturb their privacy. In 

this reason, some important challenges for individual’s privacy and security are 

determined and summarized in the paper. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Information Society (IS) is a society which accepts the information as a basic 

product and the main goal is to increase the economical, social and cultural levels based 

on using Information and Communication Technologies (ICT). The organization of the 

’IS’ is based on the different information resources, which unite information and all 

needed technical equipment, software and network tools for information servicing 

supporting. Morales et al. define in [1] the term “information resources” as “an element 

of infrastructure that enables the transaction of certain selected significant and 

relevant data, prepared so as to provide content and information services that can be 

used directly by the user. It is necessary to establish some minimum socio-technical 

requirements for an element to qualify as a resource”. 

The new opportunities of the digital space are related to some important 

technologies as cloud services [2], social computing [3], Internet of Things (IoT) [4], 

Machin to Machin (M2M) communication [5], etc. They extend the role of the 
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Information Society in the life of individuals and in the business processes and 

resources management. 

However, all these technologies require many personal data which should be 

uploaded in the unknown places (nodes in the global network) for creating personal 

profiles. This fact could create some problems for the user’s privacy – individuals or 

business organizations, in the age of information [6]. For example, a security 

framework for business cloud is discussed in [7] and a survey of opportunities and 

challenges of the security in cloud computing is made in [8]. Practically, all processes 

in the global network and network services should be analysed on the base of privacy 

and personal data protection [9]. On the other hand, the problems with user protection, 

security in cyberspace and data protection are discussed in different forums of Council 

of Europe [10] and European Commission [11]. 

The purpose of this article is to make a survey of the important opportunities of 

the digital space and to summarize the basic challenges for user’s security and privacy 

at access to personal data and other personal information uploaded in the digital spaces. 

In this connection, a brief survey of main features of the contemporary network 

technologies is made in the section 2. Section 3 presents some important challenges for 

privacy and user’s security, and discusses the basic problems that the digital spaces 

could create for individuals and organizations. 

2. OPPORTUNITIES OF DIGITAL SPACE – A BRIEF SURVEY 

e-Governance components and environments 

The idea for digitalization of processes in governance is not new, but it is in 

growth continuously. The main goal of e-governance is to approve the principles of the 

constitutional state at the processes in the society. This government of law includes the 

right for access to information, privacy and protection of personal data, better relations 

between citizens and public authorities, effectiveness of state governance, increasing 

quality of services, etc. 

E-governance is an approach for realization of the processes in the society by 

using contemporary ITC and it requires new strategies and policies for democratic 

governance. Some of the basic components of the e-governance are presented in Fig. 1 

and they determine some features:  

- the components of e-governance are realized on the base of remote access to 

information resources and distributed processing via Internet; 

- e-governance must be realized by using all democratic principles in the society; 

- the social and economic aspects should be reflected in the structures of e-

governance; 

- e-government is an important component of e-governance and the main 

participants are the groups of administration, government structures, citizens and 

business which determine the basic relations in the e-government model. 
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Fig. 1. Some basic components of e-governance 

All components of the e-governance could be realized by using contemporary ICT 

and they should be regarded as a structures and technologies for giving, storing, 

accessing and processing different types of information, including personal data. In this 

reason, the opportunities of e-governance (presented by the components) should be 

discussed in the frame of possible challenges for privacy and user’s security. 

Cloud Services 

One of the main opportunities of the digital space is the cloud services that could 

be used based on multitenancy. In [12] is written “The cloud service model intrinsically 

caters to multiple tenants, most obviously not only in public clouds but also in private 

clouds for large organizations “. On the other hand, [2] declares “In cloud 

environment, heterogeneity, uncertainty and dispersion of resources encounters 

problems of allocation of resources, which cannot be addressed with existing resource 

allocation policies”. An analysis of resource scheduling in cloud computing is 

presented in this article with a goal to help researchers in the process of selecting 

“suitable algorithm for scheduling a specific workload”. 

Hashem et al. [13] discuss another side of cloud computing – big data. They 

determine the cloud computing as “a powerful technology to perform massive-scale 

and complex computing. It eliminates the need to maintain expensive computing 

hardware, dedicated space, and software” and note the “massive growth in the scale 

of data or big data generated through cloud computing” The authors introduce in this 

article definition, characteristics, and classification of big data and determine that the 

addressing big data “requires a large computational infrastructure to ensure successful 

data processing and analysis”.  

Another opportunity of cloud computing is so called “cloud manufacturing” 

introduced in [14]. The authors determine the cloud manufacturing as “a new 

manufacturing paradigm as well as an integrated technology, which is promising in 

transforming today’s manufacturing industry towards service-oriented, highly 

collaborative and innovative manufacturing in the future”. A critical review of the 
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contemporary manufacturing technologies which permits to evaluate the proposed new 

side in the cloud environments is made in this paper. 

Chang et al. [7] propose a cloud computing adoption framework (CCAF) “to meet 

the requirements of business clouds and ensure that all implementations and services 

deliveries overcome all the technical challenges”. The authors’ proposal is based on 

the conception that the security, trust, and privacy should be actual tasks at each system 

organization with cloud computing and big data. The business on the cloud has some 

important advantages at moving their data to the cloud and data centers – this permits 

to centralize the management of data centers, cloud services and applications. These 

opportunities reduce the cost for business processes organization and realization, and 

increase operational efficiency but could make some problems for user’s privacy and 

personal data protection. 

Social Computing 

What is the social computing? An acceptable vision of the social computing is 

that it collects different forms of social environments as social media, social networks, 

social bookmarks, and social aggregators. The Oxford Living Dictionaries gives the 

following definition for the term social network [16]: “A network of social interactions 

and personal relationships” and in addition “an online community of people with a 

common interest who use a website or other technologies to communicate with each 

other and share information, resources, etc.”. Daniel Nations in [17] proposes the 

following definition “Social media are web-based communication tools that enable 

people to interact with each other by both sharing and consuming information”. The 

author asks in [17] very important question about the definition of the social computing 

– “But if we use the term to describe a site like Facebook, and also a site like Digg, 

plus a site like Wikipedia, and even a site like I Can Has Cheezburger, then it starts to 

get more confusing. Just what is social media anyway? And finally, the article makes 

a conclusion that there is not a common understanding what must be determined as a 

social computing environment. 

It is well known that the social networks and media are very popular in the world 

and Fig. 2 presents “… the top of 15 most popular social networking worldwide” [18].  

The components of the social computing are very popular and give useful 

opportunities for contacts and exchange of information between different users through 

the digital space [19]. This is valid not only for the individuals but also for business 

organizations, managers, traders, etc. Different investigations present statistical 

assessments for using social networks and media from companies for searching clients, 

staff, etc. On the other hand, the individuals upload their personal data to create a 

profile, but these data could be used by traders, managers, employers, etc. without 

permission of the data owner. This rises raises the ethical side and disturbs the 

principles of privacy and personal data protection. 

https://www.lifewire.com/use-dig-to-drive-blog-traffic-3476475
https://www.lifewire.com/wikipedia-3482753
https://www.lifewire.com/what-are-internet-memes-3486448
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Fig. 2. Usage evaluation of the most popular social networking sites [18] 

Internet of Things (IoT) and M2M communications 

Whitmore et al. [4] determine the IoT as “a paradigm where everyday objects can 

be equipped with identifying, sensing, networking and processing capabilities that will 

allow them to communicate with one another and with other devices and services over 

the Internet to accomplish some objective” and discuss the current state of research on 

IoT in [4]. A generalized functional structure of IoT system is presented in Fig. 2, 

which unites the main groups of components – sensors, applications, access methods, 

data processing applications, means and tools for access control and information 

security. Two sub-systems could be determined – IoT-core and collection of tools for 

access regulation and data protection. 

On the other hand, it should be noted that the developing many IoT applications 

with different nature and characteristics creates three directions in this sector for 

increasing the opportunities of IoT architecture. The common part of these directions 

is the group of elements included in the IoT-core (see Fig.2) but there are differences 

and specific features at communication between them. 

Direction (1): Wireless sensor network (WSN) – it includes distributed sensors 

for monitoring physical parameters or parameters of the state of the environment. The 

data of this monitoring are sent via the network, which ensures processing and storing 

the information used for control of the other units in the system. 

Direction (2): M2M communications (so called M2M model) ensure 

communications without human participation. This opportunity is based on the IoT 

architecture and permits to extend the services. M2M model is realized by smart 

systems, many active computers, sensors, and mobile unites for collection, sending, 

and processing monitored data. Application of the M2M model is to build smart cities, 

smart homes, smart networks, intelligent transport systems (for example see [15]), etc. 

https://i0.wp.com/www.dreamgrow.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/top-most-popular-social-networking-sites-graph.jpg?ssl=1
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Fig. 2. Functional structure of IoT system 

Direction (3): It is defined as an extension of the M2M-model for possible 

increasing information processing by using the new technologies and coordination 

between elements of the IoT-core. This direction is called “cyber-physical system”. 

The actualization of the M2M model is proved by the conclusion in [5] when is 

written “Machine-to-Machine (M2M) communication is a promising technology for 

next generation communication systems. This communication paradigm facilitates 

ubiquitous communications with full mechanical automation, where a large number of 

intelligent devices connected by wired/wireless links, interact with each other without 

direct human intervention.”. In addition, the authors extend the area of application and 

add smart grids, e-healthcare, home area networks, and industrial automation. As a 

conclusion, the authors of [5] declare that “… distinctive features in M2M 

communications form different challenges from those in human-to-human 

communications. These challenges need to be addressed, or otherwise it is not easy for 

this paradigm to gain trust of people.” 

3. CHALLENGES FOR PRIVACY AND USER’S SECURITY RIGHTS 

The contemporary technologies realized in the global network create challenges 

for user’s privacy and protection of personal data uploaded in the digital environment 

(social media and networks, for example) or stored data in cloud, data centres, etc. 

Some of these challenges are discussed in this section. 

Chang et al. [7] determine that the system design and deployment must be made 

based on the principles of “current security practices”. The goal must be protection of 

user’s privacy and confidentially, integrity, and availability of data. In this reason, it is 

very important to develop a suitable framework for integration of the resources on the 

base of guidelines, policies, standards, and rules for user’s security and privacy. The 

authors cite some research in this field as ‘Usage-Based Security Framework’ (UBSF) 

for collaborative computing systems, ‘TrustCloud framework’ which is focused on 

accountability, ‘comprehensive security framework’, ‘wireless sensor networks 

model’, etc., but “… there are no details on the actual use of the proposals and also 
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no clear evidence of adoption of these proposals to business clouds”. In this direction, 

the proposed in [7] CCAF is used for developing cloud storage, bioinformatics 

solution, and authorized access to the resources. This permits development of 

guidelines for financial modelling, best practices, and change the risk. 

The free information moving and remote access to knowledge, learning, 

information and other resources create several challenges for privacy and user’s rights 

protection. Haggard & Jablonski [20] write that “free flow of information creates 

markets by exposure to intellectual properties, while copyright secures economic 

benefit to copyright holders from the flow” and in addition write “All knowledge 

regulation policies involve balancing access and restriction”. On the other hand, Bode 

& Jones [21] discuss the proposed new paradigm so-called “right to be forgotten” and 

they determine it as “a legal right that allows citizens to petition to have information 

about them taken down from the Internet”. The authors investigate in this paper the 

problems of privacy in the information age and conclude that “the law should apply 

only in minors”. 

The same problems could be determined in all digital environments and 

technological structures in digital world, including social computing, IoT, M2M 

communications, distributed mobile e-learning, e-governance realizations, etc. 

Kelvin Claveria presents their on-line publication “13 stunning stats on the 

Internet of Things”, 28 April 2017 (https://www.visioncritical.com/internet-of-things-

stats/) the comment that “in 2015, there were about 15,4 billion connected devices and 

this number will grow to 30,7 billion in 2020, and 75,4 billion by 2025”. The author 

writes that some of the used units as industrial sensors, connected manufacturing 

machines, in-store analysis devices and workspace management applications are 

already on the market and concludes “These B2B IoT devices will fundamentally 

transform the way organizations do business with other companies”. On the other hand, 

the collection and analysis of data from connected devices for identifying human 

location, devices status and connections will increase – for example for 2017 the part 

of global manufacturers that use analytics data is about 60%. 

A summary of the main challenges of digital spaces which could disturb the user’s 

security and privacy are presented below. 

(1) The legislation in the field of privacy and data protection determines three 

categories of persons which take part in the personal data processing – data controller, 

data processor and data subject. The right over the personal data has the data subject 

which is an owner of the personal data. On the other hand, the Directive 95/46/EC 

determines as an obligation of the data controller defining the goal for personal data 

processing and the processed categories of personal data. It is very difficult to control 

these obligations because at several digital environments is impossible to specify what 

is the role of each participant at communications – data subject, data processor or data 

controller. This is one of the problems of the digital word (social media, clouds, e-

business, etc.), because the functions of customer, vendor and provider and the relation 

between them could be defined for specific case only. In addition, the service providers 

https://www.visioncritical.com/internet-of-things-stats/
https://www.visioncritical.com/internet-of-things-stats/
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have no legal obligation to protect personal data if they are not defined as data 

controllers or data processors. 

(2) The users with a role of “data subject” (owner of his/her data) have many 

rights and providers and vendors must protect their personal data collected during the 

registration procedure and/or during the communications. The first step before starting 

personal data collection and processing is determining the goal. There are cases for 

extension of the set of categories of required personal data which must be uploaded in 

the created profile (for example, names, birth date, address, phone number, social life, 

gender, country, hobbies, relationships, etc.). This data collection needs restriction and 

regulation. 

(3) The data protection law permits revision by the data owner of all personal data 

uploaded in his/her profile. The data subject can make access to own data, blocking of 

incorrect data and delete these data that are not valid, not actual or are not used yet. 

Data controller must guarantee that each user could define restriction for the own 

profile accessing. This will prevent unauthorized access and incorrect dissemination of 

personal information. This action could be realized by making the profile private from 

the user by selection of the people who can visit the page and to restrict all accesses by 

using authentication procedure. 

(4) Another right of the data subject is to demand deletion of several or all 

personal data in the profile if the goal is realized (personal data must be canceled at a 

refusal of environment/service using). The problem is that if any user wants deletion 

of her/his own data from the personal profile he/she will be not sure that these data are 

really deleted. The reason is that the data are often transferred to other places in the 

digital space and there not guarantee that all copies of the data in these places (nodes) 

have been actually deleted. This problem could be extended with the case of transfer 

of personal data to third party before required deletion. In this case the destination place 

will keep the received copy of data and the user will not be aware of that. This will be 

a problem of privacy for the individual. Data protection legislation gives strong rules 

for deletion of personal data in the traditional cases, but for the digital spaces (cloud, 

social environments, mobile network communications, e-business sites, etc.) this is not 

clearly determined. 

(5) The information sharing between potential unknown users could be 

determined as another challenge for individual’s privacy and security. It is well known 

that sharing information is traditional activity for the network society, but this 

information (including, for example, and sensitive personal data) could be accessible 

by unknown users from different places of the world. This could cause serious 

problems as data loss, integrity destroying, problems with accountability, hackers’ 

attacks, etc. In these cases the data owner does not know what IT security policy and 

measures are used for counteraction to eventual attacks. 

(6) The next challenge for privacy is the data transfer to other countries. 

According the Directive 95/46/EC the transfer of personal data to third country could 

be made only if the level of personal data protection in the destination is adequate to 

this in the EU countries. There is a practice the data to be transferred to different 
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locations in different countries, for examples for storing data (data centers, cloud 

infrastructure), between service providers (social media), changing information 

between collaborators, etc. A request of data protection low is the owner of data to be 

informed for all transfers of their data. 

(7) And finally, another important obligation for all data controllers (providers, 

vendors, etc.) is to implement appropriate measures for information security and to 

protect user’s privacy. Who will check and control if this obligation is respected? Can 

the user determine what measures are implemented? Can he/she oppose to illegal 

access to the information resources and/or unauthorized using private information or 

personal data? All service providers must guarantee an effective protection of data 

integrity and data availability in supported digital environment. 

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The first part of the article presents a survey of some opportunities of the digital 

spices organized as heterogeneous environments based on contemporary technologies 

as cloud and social computing, e-services and e-management, IoT and M2M, etc. The 

second part discusses important challenges for user’s security and privacy. These 

challenges are determined on the base of European directives and the rules for data 

protection and their extension in the point of view new processes in the cyberspace. 

These challenges define several problems which must be decided for securing privacy 

of individuals as users of the network services. 

As a future work a suitable organization of procedures for secure access and 

privacy protection could be developed. These procedures should be realized in a united 

environment which combines traditional infrastructure (own processors and storages) 

and components of the digital world (cloud, data centers, social networks & media, 

etc.). This heterogeneous environment must secure adequate identification, 

verification, authentication and authorization.  
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